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CODING FOR KIDS . . . Because it’s never too early to start developing! Coding and web-design
skills are becoming more and more important in our technological world. These concept books
will familiarize young ones with the kind of shapes and colors that make up web-based
programming language and give them the head start they need.You’re never too young to be
standards compliant! Show your little ones how to add function to a web page with JavaScript
and familiarize them with the variables and events that make up the essential building blocks of
the web.

About the AuthorScholastic Inc. is a global publishing and education company whose mission is
to encourage the intellectual and personal growth of all children, beginning with literacy.
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Cindy, “F U N. I bought this book, plus the HTML and CSS for babies book for my friends baby
shower since they are both computer engineers. They loved it! When I gifted it to them, their
baby was about 3 months old, and she seems to be attracted to the book already at a young
age. I believe this could be due to the stark color contrast that can be found on the pages. The
bright colors on the white pages, must stand out to them. Also I am very glad these are board
books so they can be taken throughout their childhood.”

crystal twitty, “Baby onboard.. I'm actually teaching my son and using it for myself like a flash
card. I feel special having this. My son is only 17 months but very intelligent and attention to
detail. I also got him code a pillar which he loves and even reassembling them. So I think this is
the perfect addition for use us overzealous parents. I think it's only really beneficial if the parent
has an interests or can get the baby into it too. Either way I want more of these books!!”

Steve, “console.log(‘Great book’);. This is a really cool book if your friend is a programmer, but
apparently learning JavaScript is not something you wish upon people. But the quality and the
concept is incredible.”

Alex, “Keeps 5month olds attention and apparently very tastey. The book is colorful enough to
keeps the babies attention but needs more of pop-up / interactive feature to show proof of
concept”

Orit M., “Great gift. Bought it as a present for my developer who just became a dad :) he loved it”

G. Black, “Funny bedtime story for dev mums and dads. They're not going to learn code, the
baby that is, but their parents may find it funny.”

antonio manuel garcia, “Para sacarle fotos al peque y poco mas. El libro esta bien, tiene pocas
paginas con tres lineas de codigo con colorines y ya esta. Para poner sacarle fotos al peque con
el libro y ya esta. Le va a gustar los colorines pero tened en cuenta que le van ha hacer caso 5
minutos.”

Carolina, “Una cucada. Lo compré para hacer la gracia, ya que mi marido es programador y
estamos esperando nuestro bebé. Son 4 páginas, de cartón duro, con letras grandes. Es bonito
y soportará las babas del bebé :) . Creo que es perfecto para quién quiera dar una sorpresa a
un futuro papi.”

Roberto Montero Ortiz, “If you're a web professional and you have a kid, you almost have to
have this book.. The book is sturdy and easy to clean. The content is meh, but then again it won't



really turn your kid into a webmaster at age 2.”

The book by Hidenori Kusaka has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 119 people have provided feedback.
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